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ABSTRACT

On the one hand, configurability offers a great deal of flexibility. However, this flexibility comes at a cost as configuration errors can have a disastrous impact [28, 31]. The potentially large impact of misconfiguration has lead to a large
body of research in the area of (mis)configurability [11,15,30,
31, 33, 34]. Yin et al. [31] show that 27% of all reported customer issues are related to misconfiguration. Around half of
these configuration issues are caused by misinterpretation of
configuration options. Moreover, up to 20% of the reported
cases of misconfiguration caused severe performance degradation [31]. Considering the high potential cost per issue,
such as the estimated cost of 1.6 billion US dollar for a 1second slowdown for Amazon [9], the cost of performance
misconfiguration can rise to billions each year [32].
Object-relational mapping (ORM) is a technique that was
introduced to provide a mapping between the higher level
object-oriented model and the lower level relational model
of a database management system. ORM frameworks offer a variety of configuration options that allow the user
to configure how this mapping is performed statically and
at run-time. Since ORM frameworks create a layer between
the database and source code, their configuration can impact
the performance of database operations. Chen et al. [3] show
that ORM configurations can suffer from performance antipatterns, indicating that ORM misconfiguration is a common problem.
In this paper, we first show through an exploratory study
that ORM misconfigurations can indeed have a significant
impact on the performance of an application. Additionally,
we show that the optimal configuration performs significantly better than the configuration that is currently used
by our subject applications for the analyzed workload.
The observations of our exploratory study motivate the
second part of this paper, in which we propose an approach
for automatically optimizing the performance-related configurations of ORM frameworks using a multi-objective genetic
algorithm. We evaluate our approach through a case study
of two open source applications (Spring PetClinic and ZK).
Our case study shows that our approach is capable of finding configurations that are in the top 25% best-performing
configurations for each studied workload. In short, we make
the following contributions:

Object-relational mapping (ORM) frameworks map low-level
database operations onto a high-level programming API that
can be accessed from within object-oriented source code.
ORM frameworks often provide configuration options to optimize the performance of such database operations. However, determining the set of optimal configuration options is
a challenging task.
Through an exploratory study on two open source applications (Spring PetClinic and ZK), we find that the difference
in execution time between two configurations can be large.
In addition, both applications are not shipped with an ORM
configuration that is related to performance: instead, they
use the default values provided by the ORM framework. We
show that in 89% of the 9 analyzed test cases for PetClinic
and in 96% of the 54 analyzed test cases for ZK, the default configuration values supplied by the ORM framework
performed significantly slower than the optimal configuration for that test case. Based on these observations, this
paper proposes an approach for automatically finding an
optimal ORM configuration using a multi-objective genetic
algorithm. We evaluate our approach by conducting a case
study of Spring PetClinic and ZK. We find that our approach
finds near-optimal configurations in 360-450 seconds for PetClinic and in 9-12 hours for ZK. These execution times allow
our approach to be executed to find an optimal configuration
before each new release of an application.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As software becomes more complex and operates in different settings, it requires more flexibility in its underlying
libraries and used frameworks. Hence, software libraries and
frameworks tend to provide a high level of configurability.
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1. The observations that, in our studied subject applications:
(a) ORM configurations have a large impact on the
performance of an application
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0, the use of joins for such queries is disabled and Hibernate will use three separate queries. When configured to a
value higher than 0, Hibernate will use that value as the
maximum depth of joins to perform in such a query. Using
a single query with multiple joins is generally faster than
using separate queries when all information returned by the
query is used. However, in many situations only a part of
the data is used and the overhead caused by retrieving the
unnecessary data results in non-optimal performance.
The former two examples show that ORM performancerelated configuration is specific to the workload and application and requires domain knowledge, which makes finding
the optimal ORM configuration a challenging task. In the
next section, we perform an exploratory study on the performance impact of ORM misconfiguration.

Figure 1: ORM configuration code for Hibernate
(b) The default configuration as supplied by the ORM
framework performs in many cases significantly
worse than the optimal configuration
2. An approach for automatically finding a near-optimal
ORM configuration using a multi-objective genetic algorithm

Figure 2: Database example

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background information about ORM configuration.
Section 3 presents the setup and results of our exploratory
study. Section 4 gives an introduction to genetic algorithms.
Section 5 presents our approach for automatically finding
an optimal ORM configuration for an application. Section 6
and 7 describe the setup and results of the case study that
we performed to evaluate our approach. Section 8 describes
the threats to the validity of our work. Section 9 gives an
overview of related work. Finally, Section 10 concludes the
paper.

2.

3.

EXPLORATORY STUDY

To motivate our work, we perform an exploratory study
to get an indication of how ORM configuration impacts performance.

How Does ORM Configuration Impact Performance?
By revealing the performance impact of changing the ORM
configuration, we can demonstrate the importance of searching for an optimal configuration. For example, if the potential performance improvement after changing the configuration is small, it may not be worth the risk of making changes
to the configuration of a stable software system.
We conducted an exploratory study with two subject applications (Spring PetClinic2 and ZK3 ), that both use Hibernate. We selected eleven Hibernate configuration options
that can influence the performance of the subject applications (see Table 3). We encode a configuration of these
eleven options as a string of eleven bits. We converted the
non-boolean options to boolean options by encoding their
lowest allowed value as 0 and the highest allowed value as
1. This limits the total number of possible configurations
to 211 = 2, 048, which allows us to perform an exhaustive
analysis on the solution space.
To evaluate the performance impact of changing the configuration, we need to evaluate the performance of an application when it is using that configuration. Because we do not
have access to performance tests or workload generators for
most systems, we use their unit tests, in particular, the ones
that use ORM. To extract these tests we statically analyze
the source code of a subject application and identify functions that use ORM using a list of keywords. Then we use
reflection to find the unit tests that execute those functions.
This process is described in more detail in Section 5.2.
We populated the database used by PetClinic and ZK with
one million records that were randomly generated based on
the database schema requirements. We selected 9 test cases
for PetClinic and 54 for ZK. For each of the 2,048 possible

ORM PERFORMANCE-RELATED CONFIGURATION

ORM frameworks allow developers to perform database
operations without writing boilerplate code for maintaining
the connection or executing queries. One of the most popular [13] ORM frameworks is Hibernate1 for Java. Figure 1
shows an example of the configuration code for the Hibernate framework. The configuration file hibernate.hbm.xml
contains system-wide configuration options.
In Figure 1, the performance-related configuration specifies that caching should be used. Enabling the cache does
not necessarily lead to an improvement in performance. In
fact, using a cache in a situation in which data is infrequently
used will lead to many cache misses, which may lead to a
non-optimal performance.
Another example is the hibernate.max fetch depth configuration option. Hibernate maps database objects onto
object-oriented programming objects. Data normalization
is a concept heavily used in databases to keep tables small,
which makes searching through them faster. An example
of a simple database is depicted by Figure 2. To retrieve
all information for a person, we have to perform three separate queries or one query with multiple joins. The hibernate.max fetch depth configuration option defines how Hibernate approaches such cross table queries. When set to

2
1

3
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Table 1: Example of the relative difference calculation
Selection

Test case

#1
#2
#3

t1
t1
t1

Avg. time c1

Avg. time c2

Diff.

10
11
8

20
15
15

100%
36%
88%

Table 2: Default vs. optimal configuration
# test cases using ORM
% test cases significantly slower than optimal

PetClinic

ZK

9
89%

54
96%

Effect size (only for cases that are significantly slower):
d = small
d = medium
d = large

configurations, we run the selected test cases 30 times to
minimize variability in the performance measurements and
we collect the execution time of each run for each test case.
To investigate the impact of ORM configurations on performance, we calculate the difference in execution time of
the test cases when they are executed using two randomly
selected configurations. We perform the following process
1,000 times for each selected test case in the subject application:

12%
25%
63%

0%
71%
29%

Table 3: Performance-related configuration in
Hibernate [19]
Option

Value

order updates
jdbc.batch size
order inserts
connection.release mode
default batch fetch size
jdbc.batch versioned data
max fetch depth
id.new generator mappings
jdbc.fetch size
bytecode.use reflection optimizer
cache.use second level cache

1. Randomly select two ORM configurations: c1 and c2
2. Take the average of the execution time of 30 runs for
the test case using configuration c1
3. Repeat step 2 using configuration c2
4. Calculate the relative difference in execution times across
both configurations

TRUE|FALSE
LOW|HIGH
TRUE|FALSE
TRUE|FALSE
LOW|HIGH
TRUE|FALSE
LOW|HIGH
TRUE|FALSE
TRUE|FALSE
TRUE|FALSE
TRUE|FALSE

Standard deviation in execution time (in %)

400

Based on the collected data, we make the following observation:

✄

✂

Observation 1: Changing the ORM configuration can
have a large impact on the execution time of an application.

✁

The impact of performance-related ORM configuration
options is large. Table 1 shows example output of the process we used to calculate the relative difference for one test
case t1 and three random selections of c1 and c2 . Figure 3
shows the distribution of the standard deviation of the relative difference in execution time for two randomly selected
ORM configurations across all selected test cases. For PetClinic, the median standard deviation is around 20%, while
the median standard deviation for ZK is 140%.

300

200

100

0
Spring PetClinic

ZK

Figure 3: Standard deviation of relative difference in
execution time (in %) for two randomly selected ORM
configurations

How Does the Default ORM Configuration Perform?
Our subject applications do not include an ORM configuration. Instead, they use the default values provided by the
ORM framework. We investigate the performance of this
default configuration as compared to the optimal configuration.
We compared the execution times for each test case using the default configuration with the execution times using
the optimal configuration for that test case using a t-test
(p < 0.05). For the test cases that had a significant difference in execution time, we also calculated the effect size
using Cohen’s d [1]. Based on earlier work [14], we use the
following classificationfor d :
< 0.16
T rivial



0.16 − 0.6 Small
Ef f ect Size : d =

0.6 − 1.4
M edium



> 1.4
Large
Table 2 summarizes the results of this comparison. We
observe that for 89%-96% of the test cases, their optimal
configuration is significantly better than the default configuration as supplied by the ORM framework. In 88%-100%

of those cases, the difference was classified to have at least
a medium effect size.

✄
Observation 2: For both subject applications, the default
configuration as supplied by the ORM framework performs significantly worse than the test-specific optimal
configuration for each test case.

✂

✁

Our two aforementioned observations motivate our work
for finding a method that automates the configuration process. In the remainder of this paper, we will present and evaluate our approach for automatically optimizing the performancerelated ORM configurations using a multi-objective genetic
algorithm. First, we will give a brief introduction to genetic
algorithms.

4.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

A genetic algorithm is a search-based heuristic that searches
for an optimized solution in a population of solutions based
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Figure 4: Phases in NSGA-II

4.3

on one or more objectives [4]. Since these objectives may be
conflicting, there may be multiple optimal solutions that all
have a slight bias towards one or more objectives. Genetic
algorithms follow a process that closely resembles natural
evolution, in particular, the ‘survival of the fittest’ principle. During the search, solutions that have attributes that
appear to have a positive impact on one of the objectives, are
selected to steer the evolution of the population. Attributes
are characteristics that solutions can inherit from their parent solutions. The goal of a genetic algorithm is to improve
the population during every iteration (generation). In our
approach, we will use the non-dominated sorted genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [5], a multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) which aims to quickly find a set of optimal solutions. Figure 4 depicts the phases of NSGA-II, which we
will explain in the remainder of this section. First, we will
explain the concept of dominance and we will describe our
running example that we use to demonstrate the algorithm.

4.1

P = {(0000, 100), (1110, 50), (1101, 100), (0111, 60)}

4.4

Tournament Phase

At the start of each generation, a tournament will be held
to select the best performing parents. In the tournament
phase, we:
1. Randomly select two parents P1 , P2 ∈ P that have not
been in the tournament for this generation
2. Perform a pairwise dominance comparison of P1 and
P2 and add the dominant parent to the mating pool
M

Dominance

To compare two solutions that have multiple objectives,
MOGAs usually rely on the concept of dominance [4]. A
solution s1 is said to dominate solution s2 , i.e. s1  s2 , when
1) s1 is no worse than s2 in all objectives and 2) s1 is strictly
better than s2 in at least one objective. By using dominance,
we can compare multi-objective solutions without purposely
creating a bias towards an objective.

4.2

Initialization Phase

During the initialization phase, the algorithm is started by
randomly selecting a set P of members, i.e., binary strings,
that will act as the initial parents in the evolution. |P | represents the number of members ∈ P . The randomly selected
parents in our random example are:

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all parents ∈ P have been
in the tournament

Running Example

In a genetic algorithm, members of the population are represented as binary strings. For every member, a bit i indicates whether that member possesses the boolean attribute
i. In our work, we encode configuration options as boolean
attributes. In this section, we will use a running example
of four boolean configuration options: {order updates, order inserts, jdbc.batch size, cache.use second level cache}. As
a result, the member 1110 in the population of all combinations of these four configuration options represents the
configuration in which all options except the cache are enabled. For simplicity, we will only use execution time as
the objective in our running example. The member (1110,
50) represents that the execution time of a workload using
configuration 1110 is 50 seconds. In the remainder of this
section, we will explain the phases of NSGA-II using our
running example.
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After the tournament phase, M contains |P |/2 members
that will be used during the evolution phase.
In our running example we compare (0000, 100) with
(1110, 50) and (1101, 100) with (0111, 60). Because we have
only one objective, the configurations that have a shorter execution time win the comparison. As a result,
M = {(1110, 50), (0111, 60)}

4.5

Evolution Phase

During the evolution phase, randomly-selected parents
from the mating pool produce offspring. Evolution happens
as follows:
1. Randomly select from M two parents P1 and P2 that
have not yet evolved in this generation
2. Create an offspring that randomly inherits attributes,
i.e., bits, from P1 and P2 (crossover )
3. Flip a random number of bits of the offspring (mutation)

4. Store the offspring in the offspring pool Q
In our running example we create the offspring 0110 by
inheriting the first three bits from (0111, 60) and the last bit
from (1110, 50) (crossover). Then, we mutate the offspring
into the mutation 1111 by flipping the first and last bit.
We evaluate the execution time of the workload using the
mutated offspring and find that it is 40 seconds. Hence,

Figure 5: Finding the optimal ORM configuration

4.7

Q ={(1111, 40)}
P ∪ Q ={(0000, 100), (1110, 50),
(1101, 100), (0111, 60), (1111, 40)}

4.6

Stopping Phase

The algorithm stops when the following constraint is met:
the output of the selection phase consists of members from
F1 only. If this constraint has not been satisfied, a new generation is started by using the output of the selection phase
as P for the new generation. Alternatively, a generation
threshold T can be specified that stops the algorithm after
T generations.

Selection Phase

During the selection phase, members with the most positive impact on the objectives are selected. First, P and Q
are combined into population X by taking their union. To
select the optimal solutions, non-dominated and crowdingdistance sorting are used.
During non-dominated sorting, X is ranked based on dominance: for every two members xi , xj ∈ X, the dominating
member is assigned a higher rank than the other member,
with 1 being the highest rank. We indicate the subpopulation that shares the same rank k with Fk . As a result,
F1 contains the optimal solutions found thus far, since rank
1 contains all xi ∈ X for which there is no xj ∈ X that
dominates them.
Applying non-dominated sorting to X in our running example results in:

5.

AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we present our approach for automatically
finding an optimal ORM configuration for a given application and workload. Our approach finds cross-test optimal
configurations, i.e., configurations that optimize the performance for all test cases and objectives. Our approach
requires three inputs: 1) the objectives that must be optimized, 2) the workload and 3) the configuration options.
Figure 5 depicts the steps of our approach, which will be
explained in this section.

F1 = (1111, 40)

5.1

F2 = (1110, 50)

First, we must define the objectives that we want to optimize. Because the performance of a system has multiple,
often conflicting aspects, we use a multi-objective approach.
For example, optimizing both CPU usage and memory usage is a trade-off between CPU and memory. By following a
multi-objective approach, we can identify the configuration
that finds the optimal trade-off between conflicting objectives.
Our approach uses normalized performance metrics as objectives to avoid a bias towards objectives that have a large
range of values. For example, execution time has a larger
range than CPU usage, which is expressed in percentage.
When optimizing execution time and CPU usage together,
the algorithm may prefer the large absolute improvements
a configuration can make for the execution time over the
seemingly smaller improvements that can be made for CPU.
In addition, normalization makes our results easier to interpret. We normalize a metric by calculating the change in
percentage using a configuration compared with the performance using the current application configuration. We
demonstrate the normalization process using CPU usage in
n test cases for a configuration c as example below.

F3 = (0111, 60)
F4 = {(0000, 100), (1101, 100)}
To continue the evolution, we want to select |P | members from the highest ranks, starting at F1 . If a rank has
more members than we want to select from it, we calculate the niche count [5] between all pairs of members of the
subpopulation in that rank. We calculate the niche count
by counting the number of ‘niche’ attributes a member has
compared to the other member, i.e., the number of attributes
it can contribute to the population. For every two members
xi , xj ∈ X, the member with the highest niche count has
a higher niche rank, with 1 being the highest rank. We select the required number of members from the highest niche
ranks. When members share a niche rank, we select random
members from that rank.
(1101, 100) has a higher niche count than (0000, 100),
because 1101 can contribute the first, second and fourth
attribute to the population, while 0000 can contribute none.
Hence, applying niche count sorting to F4 results in:

Defining the Objectives

1. Monitor the average CPU usage for each test case i
using the default configuration (CP Ui,current )

F4,1 = (1101, 100)
F4,2 = (0000, 100)

2. Monitor the average CPU usage for each test case i
using c (CP Ui,c )

Therefore, the set of solutions we select is:

3. Calculate the % change for each test case i between
CP Ui,c and CP Ui,current :

Solutions = {(1111, 40), (1110, 50), (0111, 60), (1101, 100)}

∆CP Ui,c =
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CP Ui,c −CP Ui,current
CP Ui,current

∗ 100

Table 4: Example CPU usage normalization
Testcase

CP Ui,c

CP Ui,current

∆CP Ui,c

t1
t2
t3

90
110
70

100
100
100

-10
10
-30

temporary local database, so that a configuration does not
have to be reevaluated when it is encountered again during
the evolution.
When the algorithm terminates, a set of optimal configurations found thus far is returned. We order these configurations based on the number of options that are changed
compared to the default configuration and select a random
configuration with the lowest number of changed options.
Because the execution of the MOGA is fully automated, it
can be integrated in a continuous integration environment to
find the optimal ORM configuration for every new release.
By proposing an improved configuration that requires few
changes to the default configuration, we can reduce the risk
of updating the configuration.

4. Calculate the % change for all n test cases combined:
∆CP Uc = aggr({CP Ut,c |t ∈ {1, .., n}})
In the last step of the process, aggr() is an aggregation
such as median(), which can be chosen based on the desired
objective. As ∆CP Uc indicates the relative increase in CPU
usage using configuration c as compared to the default configuration, our objective is to find the configuration c that
has the smallest value for ∆CP Uc . In CP Ut,c t is the subset
of all test cases for an application which use ORM.
Table 4 shows an example of 3 test cases t1 , t2 and t3 .
The ∆CP Ui,c column shows that configuration c improves
the CPU usage for t1 and t3 by 10 and 30 percent compared
to the current configuration. The choice for the aggregation
function influences ∆CP Uc . For example, for median(),
∆CP Uc = 10 and for mean(), ∆CP Uc = −10.

5.2

6.

We evaluate our approach through a case study with two
subject applications. In this section, we present the subject
applications and the setup of our case study.

6.1

Selecting a Workload

6.2

2. Search the subject application for functions that use
ORM using the keywords

6.3

3. Collect the call hierarchy using reflection and the Eclipse
JDT4

MOGA Parameters

Objectives
In our evaluation we focus on optimizing the CPU usage,
memory usage and execution time. Since we express our
objectives in the difference in percentage compared to the
current configuration, our MOGA should search for configurations c that have minimized values for ∆CP Uc , ∆M EMc
and ∆EXECT IM Ec . Because our approach is multi-objective,
it will search for a configuration that optimizes all these
objectives together. As aggregation function for calculating ∆CP Uc , ∆M EMc and ∆EXECT IM Ec we evaluated
mean() and median().

4. Select the unit test cases in the call hierarchy of the
functions that use ORM

Selecting Configuration Options

We must define the set of configuration options that we
want to use during the optimization process. This set can
be selected from the documentation of the ORM framework.
Every boolean configuration option can be encoded using
one bit. Non-boolean options can be encoded by reserving a
group of bits large enough to express the possible values. For
simplicity, we use only the minimum and maximum allowed
values of such options in this paper.

Workload
We selected the PetClinic and ZK unit test cases that use
ORM as described in Section 5.2. This resulted in 9 (out
of 13) test cases that use ORM for PetClinic and 54 (out of
55) that use ORM for ZK.

Executing the MOGA

After defining the objectives and selecting the workload
and configuration options, we can start the MOGA as explained in Section 4. During its execution, the algorithm
will generate new configurations. Every time a new configuration is generated, it is evaluated using the workload and
the normalized metrics for that configuration are stored in a

Configuration Options
We used the configuration options that are described in Table 3.
5

4

Implementation

We implemented our approach in Java using the MOEA
framework5 for NSGA-II. We used SIGAR6 to monitor the
performance metrics that are used in our objectives. All
test cases were executed on an Intel i7 3.6GHz quad-core
processor with 16 GB RAM.

1. Define a list of keywords that identify ORM usage in
functions

5.4

Subject Applications

To evaluate our approach, we use the same subject applications as used in our motivational study. Spring PetClinic is a demonstration application for the Java Spring
framework. PetClinic is used regularly in performance research [3, 12, 21] as case study subject application. ZK is a
web framework that assists developers in creating web GUIs.
We selected ZK because of its maturity (i.e., over 22 thousand commits on GitHub) and its use of Hibernate.

To get the performance impact of a configuration compared with the default configuration, we must run a workload for the application that we want to optimize using that
configuration. We propose to use a subset of the unit test
suite that uses ORM. For example, we can select these test
cases for Java projects as follows:

5.3

CASE STUDY SETUP

6

http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
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http://moeaframework.org/
http://sigar.hyperic.com/

Table 5: Example set A, B, C and D

Stopping Rule

Set A

To terminate the MOGA, we run our experiments with two
different stopping rules, using a t-test and the mutual dominance rate. The goal of the stopping rules is to stop the
algorithm when no progress is being made in finding a better configuration.
T-test [26]: We use a t-test on each objective of all configurations generated in two consecutive generations gi and
gj . For example, assume the solutions found in gi are configurations a1 , a2 and a3 in Table 5. Likewise, b1 , b2 and
b3 are found in gj . In our example in Table 5, we have two
objectives (CP U and M EM ). Hence, we run two t-tests
to compare the configurations: one on the values of ∆CP U
and one on the values of ∆M EM for all configurations in
both generations. When the t-tests for all objectives show
insignificant differences (p > 0.05) for two consecutive generations, we stop the MOGA.
Mutual Dominance Rate (MDR) [16]: The mutual
dominance rate is an indicator of the progress that is made
by the algorithm. We introduce the number of configurations in set A that are dominated by at least one configuration in set B as dom(A,B). We define set A as the set of
configurations that are found during the previous generation
of the MOGA. B is the set of configurations that are found
during the current generation of the MOGA. Table 5 contains two sets A and B, for which dom() can be calculated
as follows:

a1
a2
a3

Set B

∆CP U

∆M EM

50
20
10

50
20
10

b1
b2
b3

Set C
c1
c2
c3

5
5
5

∆CP U

∆M EM

50
40
10

50
40
10

Set D
5
5
5

d1
d2
d3

100
100
100

100
100
100

is close to zero, the MOGA can terminate.
In total, we evaluate the following 4 stopping criteria (all
conditions must hold for 2 consecutive generations):
1. ST OPt : t-test, p > 0.05
2. ST OP0.5 : −0.5 < M DR < 0.5
3. ST OP0.25 : −0.25 < M DR < 0.25
4. ST OP0.1 : −0.1 < M DR < 0.1
Combining the possible aggregation functions and stopping rules, we inspect a total of 8 combinations of aggregation functions and stopping rules (2 aggregation functions
each evaluated with 4 stopping rules) for both studied applications during our case study. In the next section, we
present our case study.

b1  a2 , b1  a3 → dom(A, B) = {a2 , a3 }
a1  b2 , a1  b3 → dom(B, A) = {b2 , b3 }
Using dom(), the MDR is defined as:

7.

|dom(B, A)|
|dom(A, B)|
−
|A|
|B|
2
2
M DR = − = 0
3
3
When MDR is 0, no progress is being made as both the
previous set and current set of found configurations contain
the same number of dominating configurations.
When MDR is -1, the solutions are actually becoming
worse as the configurations in the previous set were better
than in the current set (C).
M DR =

CASE STUDY

In this section, we discuss our case study. In particular,
we focus on:
RQ1 How close are the configurations that are found
by our approach to the optimal configurations?
(closeness)
RQ2 What is the number of configurations that we
need to inspect before our approach stops? (speed )
For both research questions, we explain the motivation
behind it, our approach and our findings.

|dom(A, C)|
|dom(C, A)|
M DR =
−
|C|
|A|
0
3
M DR = − = −1
3
3
When MDR is 1, we know that the algorithm is progressing as there are more configurations in the current set of
found configurations that are better than the configurations
in the previous set. We can see that set D is better than A
because:

7.1

RQ1: Closeness

Motivation: The goal of our approach is to find the optimal
configurations. However, limitations such as the required
execution time for gathering the performance evaluation of
a configuration require us to define a stopping rule. In this
section, we evaluate how close the configurations found by
our approach are to the optimal configurations. In addition,
we evaluate how the aggregate function and stopping rule
affect this closeness.

|dom(A, D)|
|dom(D, A)|
−
|A|
|D|
3
0
M DR = − = 1
3
3
Because of the randomness in the MOGA, consecutive
MDR may have alternative signs. Hence, when the MDR
M DR =

Approach: We rank all possible configurations for each subject application using non-dominated sorting, using the performance metrics that we collected during the execution of
the workload (i.e., all test cases). After that, we calculate
the number of configuration options that each configuration
differs from the default configuration. We use this distance
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Figure 6: Distribution of the ranks of all possible configurations and configurations found by our approach (rank 1 contains
the optimal configuration, non-dominated and distance ranking)
rules, our approach finds configurations that are within the
top ranked 25% of all possible configurations, i.e., the bottom of the boxplot. The boxplots in Figure 6 show that
median() is the best performing aggregation function.

to rank the configurations within a non-dominated rank. To
illustrate this, Table 6 shows the top 5 ranks for PetClinic
using mean() as an aggregate function, ST OP0.25 as the
stopping rule and 00000000000 as the default configuration.
Because randomness is involved in the execution of a genetic
algorithm, we execute our approach 100 times for all 8 investigated combinations of aggregation functions and stopping
rules to minimize the effects of variation.
To get a baseline to compare the closeness of our approach
with, we implement random selection. During the execution
of our approach, we need to inspect a number of configurations n. We expect that our approach finds higher-ranked
configurations as compared to when we randomly pick n
configurations and select the optimal one. We perform random picking 100 times to minimize the impact of outliers.
Hence, we repeat the following 100 times:

✄
Case study result 2: Our approach finds configurations
that are within the top ranked 25% of all possible configurations when using all combinations of aggregation
functions and stopping rules in both subject applications.

✂

✁
Table 6: Top 5 ranks for PetClinic (mean, ST OP0.25 )
Rank

Non-dominated rank

Distance

0

0

3

00000011100
00000100110

1

0

4

00010101010
00001011001

2

0

5

10001110010
10001110001
10011001010
10001111000

3

0

6

10001111010
10010111001
00010111101
10001110101
01100111001

4

0

7

00110111011
00110011111

1. We select 50 (Random50 ) and 100 (Random100 ) configurations randomly from all possible configurations
(without replacement)
2. We rank the configurations based on dominance and
configuration distance and we select the configuration
with the highest rank and the smallest distance
Figure 6 depicts the distribution of ranks of all possible
configurations, our found solutions and the solutions that are
found during our random experiments, after ranking them
by dominance and configuration distance as explained.
Findings: Our approach clearly outperforms random selection for all combinations of parameters. Figure 6 shows that
the rank of the worst configuration that is selected by our
approach is in all cases equal to or higher (i.e., closer to 1)
than the median rank of the randomly-selected configurations.

7.2

RQ2: Speed

Motivation: The speed with which our approach finds an
optimal solution, i.e., the number of configurations it has to
inspect, defines the practical applicability of our approach.
Because the workload has to be executed (preferably multiple times to remove variation) in order to evaluate the
performance of a configuration, the speed of our approach
is dependent on the number of configurations that must be
inspected.

✄
Case study result 1: Our approach finds configurations
that are much closer to the optimal configuration than
when repeatedly selecting random configurations.

✂

Configurations

✁

The second observation that we make in Figure 6 is that
for all combinations of aggregation functions and stopping
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Figure 7: Number of configurations generated to find an optimal configuration
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Figure 8: Total execution time of our approach
Approach: To evaluate the speed with which our approach
finds a solution, we monitor the number of new configurations that are generated before the algorithm terminates.

distribution of the execution time of our approach. When
using ST OP0.5 , ST OP0.25 or ST OPt as the stopping rule,
the number of analyzed configurations causes our approach
to run for 360-450 seconds for PetClinic and for 9-12 hours
for ZK to find an optimal configuration. This allows our
approach to be run before the release of an application to
find an optimal configuration.

Findings: Because our approach requires the execution of
the workload for every newly generated configuration, the
number of new configurations generated directly influences
the time in which our approach can find an optimal configuration. The execution time of the workload (i.e., all test
cases executed sequentially) for PetClinic is 0.3 seconds and
for ZK 28.1 seconds using the default configuration. To remove variation, we execute every workload 30 times. Hence,
analyzing a new configuration for PetClinic takes 9 seconds
and for ZK 843 seconds. To illustrate, analyzing all possible configurations using the subset of performance-related
configuration options in Table 3 takes 5 hours for PetClinic
and almost 20 days for ZK. When using a large number
of configuration options, exhaustive analysis of all possible
configurations is no longer feasible.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the number of new configurations that are generated by our approach in order to
find an optimal configuration for all combinations of aggregation functions and stopping rules. Figure 8 shows the

✄
Case study result 3: The execution time of our approach
allows it to be executed before a new release to find an
optimal configuration.

✂

✁

We observe that ST OP0.5 , ST OP0.25 and ST OPt generate
approximately the same number of configurations (40-50)
before the algorithm terminates. For ST OP0.1 , this number
is much higher, while we observed in the previous section
that the closeness does not increase. The large number of
configurations generated shows that ST OP0.1 is too strict
as a stopping rule.

8.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we present the threats to the validity of
our work.
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8.1

Internal Validity

not aware of the impact of configuration options. However,
a thorough understanding of the options is essential for optimizing configurations. Prior research proposes techniques
that assist in understanding the impact of configuration options.
In existing work, performance models are built that use
configuration options to predict performance metrics (e.g.
response time, resource utilization). Practitioners can better
understand the impact of configuration options by measuring the impact of these options on the performance metrics
in the model. Siegmund et al. [22] build linear regression
models to understand the performance impact of configuration options. To address the challenge of having a large
number of configuration options, Siegmund et al. [23] leverage forward and backward feature selection techniques to reduce the number of configuration options in the model. Guo
et al. [10] leverage non-linear regression models to model
system performance. Their approach automatically identifies the configuration options that have the largest impact
on performance and builds models with such configuration
options. As a follow-up work, Zhang et al. [34] leverage
Fourier transformations on performance counters to build
performance prediction models.
Statistical methodologies are often leveraged for understanding the impact of configuration options. However, to
quantify the impact of each configuration option, one would
need to evaluate the performance of using every possible
combination of configuration options. To reduce such effort,
Debnath et al. [6] assume that the impact of configuration
options on performance is monotonic and there only exist
single and two-factor interactions among configuration options on performance. With this assumption, Debnath et al.
leverages Plackett and Burman statistical design methodology [25] to rank the impact of configuration options on
system performance.
Prior research can assist practitioners in understanding
the impact of configuration options on performance. However, even with such knowledge, practitioners may still need
help in choosing the optimal configurations. Moreover, all
too often, the optimal configurations depend on the specific
workload. Therefore, instead of understanding the impact of
configuration options on performance, this paper focuses on
automatically suggesting configurations to achieve optimal
performance.

In this paper we proposed an approach to identify the optimal ORM configuration for an application. We considered
all ORM configuration options as binary values. However,
some of the configuration options are non-binary values. To
keep the total number of configurations low, we made these
non-binary options binary by allowing only their low and
high values in our motivational study and case study evaluation. This allowed us to exhaustively execute all possible
configurations when evaluating the configurations that are
found by our approach.
For the same reason, we selected only a subset of ORM
configurations. However, the set of configuration options
that are used is independent from our approach and as such,
the set of configuration options can easily be adapted or
extended.
During our case study we used unit test cases to evaluate
the performance impact of an ORM configuration change.
The advantage of using unit test cases is that they are usually readily available and repeatable in an automated fashion. In addition, the unit test cases allow us to find performance issues at the unit level. The disadvantage is that
they are unlikely to be representative of a realistic workload.
Our approach is agnostic to the used workload and defined
objectives, making it flexible to adapt. We believe there are
no limitations on the workload, other than that it should
not be random, as randomness makes a fair comparison of
monitored metrics impossible.
We evaluated only two different types of stopping rules
(i.e. t-test and MDR). While algorithm termination is a
widely researched topic in MOGA research [4, 16, 26], these
two types are used regularly.

8.2

External Validity

In our case study we studied two open source projects.
The evaluation of our approach may not generalize to other
projects. In addition, ORM is widely adapted by enterprise
applications [20]; while our studied projects are open source
projects. Our findings may not generalize to enterprise applications. In future work, we plan to evaluate our approach
on a large-scale industrial project.
One programming language (Java) and one ORM framework (Hibernate) is covered in our case study. Although the
studied language and ORM framework are widely used in
practice, the findings may be different for other programming languages and other frameworks. More case studies
with more projects, especially enterprise applications, other
programming languages and also other ORM frameworks,
would complement our work.

9.

9.2

RELATED WORK

We now describe prior research that is related to this paper. We focus on the research that aims to optimize configurations of large software systems. We discuss two types
of prior research towards optimizing configurations: 1) Understanding the impact of configuration and 2) Proactive
configuration optimization.

9.1

Proactive Configuration Optimization

To suggest better configurations for large software systems, prior research proposes techniques that proactively
optimizes the configurations of a system. These techniques
do not target any particular configuration issues in the system.
Configuration optimization with optimizing algorithms.
The most widely used approach to optimize configurations
is through the use of an optimizing algorithm, such as hillclimbing. Duan et al. [8] proposes a framework that assists
in leveraging such optimizing algorithms to find optimal configurations. The framework leverages adaptive sampling to
select the experiments to evaluate performance of configurations with and performs on-line experiments in the production environment with near zero performance overhead.
Xi et al. [29] optimize the configuration for the application server using sampling and a smart hill-climbing algorithm, which selects important samples for the experiment

Understanding the Impact of Configuration Options

Large software systems often provide a large number of
configuration options [2]. All too often, practitioners are
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to search the optimal configuration. Lengauer et al. [15] proposes an approach that identifies the optimal configuration
for the JVM garbage collector. Their approach leverages
the ParamILS algorithm which performs local search iteratively. Wang et al. [27] propose an approach to optimize the
configuration for Hadoop based on a hill-climbing algorithm.
To address the challenge of having a large search space
for the optimal configurations, Osogami et al. [17] propose
approaches that perform adaptive search to find a configuration that is better than the default configuration. Their
approach only considers the configurations with minimal
changes while searching for the better configuration. In
addition, their approach aims to reduce the total time required for searching the best configuration by reducing the
evaluation time for each configuration. A follow up work
by Osogami et al. [18] improves their prior approach [17] by
guessing the performance of configurations based on similarities between configurations. Instead of reducing the time of
evaluating configuration performance, Thonangi et al. [24]
reduces the candidates of optimal configurations by selecting
a sample of configurations that most likely have the optimal
performance.
In this paper, we also leverage an optimization algorithm,
i.e., a multi-objective genetic algorithm, to find the optimal configurations for performance. Above mentioned techniques optimize the configurations of a system based on single objective i.e., the execution time. In contrast, our work
focuses on optimizing multiple objectives at once.
Configuration optimization based on performance
models. Section 9.1 presents prior research that build performance models in order to understand the impact of configurations. Such models are further leveraged to optimize
configurations. Zheng et al. [35] propose an approach for
optimizing configurations by traversing a configuration option dependency graph based on performance models. Diao
et al. [7] monitor the CPU and memory utilization for web
servers. Diao et al. model CPU and memory utilization and
leverage such a model to achieve optimal configuration for
an application.
Configuration optimization based on user experience. Popular large software systems often have a large user
base. Experiences of choosing configuration options provide
valuable information and can be generalized as guidelines of
optimizing configurations of the system. Zheng et al. [36]
observe that different users of a system may have the same
optimal configurations and each user can have multiple nearoptimal configurations. Therefore, Zheng et al. propose an
approach that leverages existing configuration from different
users and applies the configuration accordingly on the new
software installation.

10.

ORM frameworks using a multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA). Using a MOGA allows us to optimize the performance based on multiple, possibly conflicting, objectives. In
summary, these are the most important results of this paper:
• Two randomly selected configurations can lead to a
large difference in execution time
• The default configuration as supplied by the ORM
framework performed in 89-96% of the analyzed test
cases significantly slower than the optimal configuration for that case
• Our approach can find a near-optimal configuration in
a time that makes it feasible to find such a configuration before the new release of an application

11.
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